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The meeting commenced with introductions of members, alternates and observers 
present. One spokesperson from each region was seated at the table and alternate 
members and observers were seated in the gallery.   Four regions were absent: Lea 
County, Mora-San Miguel-Guadalupe, Southwest New Mexico, and Rio Arriba.  
 
The Ad Hoc Committee (Committee) reviewed notes from the February 28, 2006 
meeting for suggested clarifications.  Because the notes were complex they were not 
finished until the Friday before the meeting so the Committee decided to postpone 
posting them for further study and comment.   Table 1 has two lists – “Findings” and 
“Process” that are not organized to be opposite one another.  The findings from the 2003 
State Water Plan Townhall on water transfers were distributed for the Committees 
information.  The Committee decided to compare these to Committee findings listed in 
Table 1 and combine them if found to be useful.  The Committee added “Tribal and 
Pueblo water plans” to the list of findings on Table 1.  
 
Committee members had the following observations: 
 

– The problem with water transfers is that rural stakeholders are vulnerable to urban 
need – cities will win unless we find a way to protect the rural values.  

– If all the water goes to the cities – we will all lose. 
– Money and numbers win. 
– Water should go to those who have used water wisely (through recycling, 

conservation, growth management) and roadblocks to frivolous uses should be put 
in place.   A receiving region should have exhausted all its remedies first. 

– If water is moved from its original place of use, there could be a loss to the tax 
base in the original place. 

– Knowledge of water availability (both surface and ground water) and extent of 
use in the basins and sub-basins is sketchy – and guess estimates or myths about 
water availability can sometimes drive decisions. 

– Regional water plans, models, and hydrology reports have documented water 
availability to the extent data is available. 

– We need to carefully define and include the cumulative impacts of a transfer.   
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– There is plenty of water around the state if you are willing to clean it up and pipe 
it.  

– The question is who can pay to move it around. 
– Some rural constituencies are hurt because they cannot finance the chase for 

deeper water. 
– A wide open market wipes out planning efforts. 
– People in urban areas do value protection of rural areas. 
– Regions should live within their means. 
– Conditions need to be placed on the movement of water (see page 9 – bullet 6 and 

7 – SWP Townhall report. 
– More documentation of water availability is needed locally when a proposal to 

move water is submitted. 
– Besides hydrology, knowledge between parties of the constraints to moving water 

is uneven – especially the ethical, legal and fiscal constraints; the long term 
consequences need to be evaluated.  Science cannot address socio-cultural issues. 

– Culture evolves and it may not be realistic to make rules to evaluate it.   
– Some conservancy districts move water around as if it were a yard sale without 

any documentation or accountability. 
– Markets are inconsistent and unregulated except for OSE processes already in 

place. 
– There is an existing framework in the Lower Rio Grande that could be a useful 

model for the rest of the state.  See 73-10-48 NMSA.  Water banking should be 
tailored to the regional circumstances.  Regions can then manage their own 
transfers.   

– The Treaty of Guadelupe – Hidalgo cannot be overlooked. 
– Are we defining the public welfare of the state or the regions? 
– We need to start with a statement “ regional and local planning and budgeting is 

essential to the long term public welfare of New Mexico communities”. 
– We need to recognize that there is not enough good information and that 

hydrologic systems differ from region to region, that the water transfer system 
depends on water rights as a property right, and that markets will fail without 
regulation. 

– We need to keep ghost towns from occurring if the water is taken away. 
– Regional Water Plans assess sustainability. 
– Even if you know the hydrogeology it is all still dependant on precipitation. 
– Need more information on water availability.  
– Counties and local governments have more power than they are aware of – 

especially to link land and water. 
– We also need a drought policy. 
– It is important for local government not to ignore plans of any type. 
– Local communities need to endorse and make use of the regional water plans. 
– The Committee should make recommendations to regulate markets. 
– Local communities should play a role on the extent to which they want to manage 

water transfers. 
– Regional water plans establish the regional public welfare. 
– Better notice of water transfers is essential. 
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– Water transfers should be more expedient. 
– Regulations need to be useful to the whole state. 
– Better knowledge of water availability in both from and to locations of a transfer 

is needed. 
– Water quality TMDL notice is a good model. 
– We should have an exercise that takes the case of two regions and walk through it 

hypothetically – the two regions should not be hydrologically connected. 
– The regulations (process) need consistency to hold up in court. 
– Should priority of “use” be included? 
– Priority of use is a sneaky way to establish public welfare.   
– How do you deal with cultural values v. economic conditions? 
– How do you judge the values of one region or location over another? 
– Water conservation is key.  

 
The Committee decided to do a “role play” exercise at the next meeting to see if criteria 
not already listed would emerge in the course of the dialogue.  It was decided that the 
exercise should have two groups – one representing the “from” region and the other 
representing the “to” region because two “real” regions won’t lend themselves to 
development of broad criteria.   

 
The Committee established the following characteristics for the two regions.  The 
proposed transfer will be between two regions and two basins.  The request is to transfer 
surface water to shallow ground water.   
 
Characteristics of “to region” Characteristics of the “from region” 
  
Has large urban communities Has small rural communities 
Has money and significant economic 
development 

Has no money and no significant economic 
development  

Currently mining ground water Uses surface water for irrigation 
Already uses imported water Has old priority dates on its water rights  
Uses surface water for irrigation (irrigation 
district)  

Has Acequias 

Has endangered species Has endangered species 
Is subject to an interstate compact Is subject to an interstate compact 
Has Tribes and Pueblos present Has Tribes and Pueblos present  
Has a conflict with neighboring regional 
plans 

Has a conflict with neighboring regional 
plans 

Is not adjudicated Is not adjudicated 
Water plan alternatives do not fit with 
public welfare statement 

Has strong public welfare statement 

Has not considered socio–economic impact 
of the transfer 

Has strong cultural values 

Region is below the sending region Region is above the requesting region 
Water quality is poor Water quality is good 
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Several members volunteered to develop a list of hydrologic criteria – Tom Springer, 
Peggy Johnson and Jim Corbin.  
 
Elaine Hebard and others volunteered to develop a list of cultural/socio-economic 
criteria. 
 
It was noted that how the criteria are interpreted is a key issue. 
  
It was recommended that Committee members that are from regions that have 
characteristics of the “to region” be on the side of the “from region” for the “role play” 
exercise. 
  
Mark Edwards (Region 6) requested, in light of consensus there needs to be more 
knowledge and data on New Mexico’s ground water, that the Ad Hoc Committee support 
funding for hydrologic science – USGS –in the federal budget cycle.  Mark will draft a 
letter for agency signature in this regard.   
 
Several topics were “parked” for additional discussion: 
 

• The integrity of the prior appropriation doctrine. 
• Impacts of water transfers on interstate compacts. 
• A guide for public welfare statements. 
• Whether or not a public welfare statement in a regional plan is equal to priority of 

use. 
• A discussion of priority of use. 
• Proposals for improvements to public notice of water transfers.  One model is 

NMED’s TMDL notice requirements.   
• How to evaluate conflicting values related to culture, ethics, and the environment   
• Consistency criteria in the application of rules. 

 
The next meeting was set for Monday April 10, 2006 at 10:00 AM in Albuquerque.   
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